
Wine List

*Vintages subject to availability

**Label photos are used as likeness only

There has never been a better time to drink wine. It 

is being produced in a wide array of styles, offering 

an unprecedented level of fun and pleasure.

Our award-winning wine program has been 

designed to be accessible to everyone. With a focus 

on Italian and Portuguese selections, our wine list 

spans the globe with the intention that each and 

every wine selected compliments our cuisine.

Fine wine should express a strong sense of place 

and the winemaker's personal stamp. We strive to 

bring these types of artisan wines to you at an 

affordable price.

As the old Portuguese proverb goes,

“A rash man, a skin of good wine, and a glass 

vessel, do not last long.”



Champagnes & Sparkling Whites

Moët et Chandon Dom Perignon

Bin #100-C
Moët et Chandon

2004
Champagne

Champagne, France
$265

“The first hints of fresh almond and harvest aromas 
immediately open up into preserved lemon and dried 
fruits, the whole rounded off by darker smoky and 
toasted qualities. The presence of the wine on the 
palate is immediately captivating. Paradoxically 
concentrated yet creamy, it is energetic and warm in 
the mouth, focusing on the fruit, then gradually taking 
on more profound bass notes. The whole holds its note 
perfectly, intensively, with just a subtle, elegant hint of 
underlying bitterness.” -Wine Maker

Ratings: 96 points Robert Parker, 95

Veuve Cliqout Brut ‘Yellow Label’

Bin #101
Veuve Cliqout

NV
Champagne

Champagne, France
$150

“A fine example of a dry, sophisticated brut, this is an 
elegant style of Champagane whose understated apple 
and butter flavors are well balanced by crisp acidity” – 
Wine Spectator

Moët et Chandon Imperial Brut Rosé

Bin #102
Moët & Chandon

NV
Champagne

Champagne, France
$125

Traditional but exciting style of dry, sparkling rosé, 
designated for dinner.  Has a copper color, toasty 
aromas, firm texture and subtle fruit spice flavors that 
linger on the finish.

Moët et Chandon Imperial Brut

Bin #103
Moët & Chandon

NV
Champagne

Champagne, France
$115

“Moët maintains an impressive consistency with this 
lemon and lime flavored wine.  Smooth but crisp, and 
easy to drink.”  – Wine Enthusiast



Perrier-Jouët Grand Brut

Bin #104
Perrier Jouët

NV
Champagne

Champagne, France
$105

Tart golden apple and sweet honey scents form the 
backdrop for this brisk, round Champagne. It’s supple 
in the middle, with citrusy acidity cleaning up the 
finish.

Ayala Zéro Dosage Brut Nature

Bin #105
Ayala Zéro Dosage Brut Nature

NV
Champagne

Champagne, France
$100

Quite aromatic, with a tight, herby nose.  The fresh 
palate is crisp and lemony with fresh acidity.  Very 
bright and intense with a savory freshness.

Gatão Reserva Meio Seco

Bin #106
Borges

NV
Espumante

Portugal
$35

Yellow straw color with a clear, fine bubble 
appearance.  It’s aroma is fresh, revealing floral notes.  
It has a delicate acidity and a velvety taste, combined 
in a fresh and unique sweetness.

I Quercioli Dolce Reggiano Lambrusco DOC

Bin #107
Medici Ermete

2015
Lambrusco, Salamino, Lambrusco 

Marani
Emilia-Romagna

$35

I Quercioli Dolce is a sparkling sweet red wine crafted 
using the natural fermentation method.  From Reggio 
Emilia province, the grapes are grown on Cordone 
Speronato vines in clay soil and with restricted yields.  
The wine is a blend of Lambrusco Salamino and 
Lambrusco Marani.  Bright ruby red with persistent 
bubbles, the wine shows delicate floral notes of violet 
leading to a luxuriously sweet, fresh, vivacious palate 
that is pleasantly harmonious.  It is a versatile wine that 
pairs as well with pizza as it does with dessert.

Wine Spectator 88 pts.

Wine Spectator 100 Top Value Wines: Sparkling 
Category



Anna de Codorníu Brut Rosé

Bin #108
Anna de Codorníu

N/V
Pinot Noir, Chardonnay

Spain
$35

Cherry and strawberry tones, aromas of red berries 
with faint notes of green apple.  Creamy on the palate 
with a good balance between acidity. and sugars and a 
very refreshing finish.

Codorníu Cava Brut Anna

Bin #109
Anna de Codorníu

N/V
Cava
Spain
$28

The Anna de Codorníu Cava Brut begins with pale 
straw yellow color in the glass, clean and brilliant.  
Fine bubbles with continuous beads and a persistent 
mousse.  On the nose, it displays delicate aromas of 
tropical fruit such as pineapple as well as citrus, 
grapefruit, and lime.  On the palate it is soft with 
elegant citrus notes.  Well balanced and refreshing.

 

Its freshness and delicacy makes it ideal as an apéritif.  
It also goes well with shellfish and whitefish.


